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Abstract

This document provides starting points and resources for registering and installing Red Hat Insights for Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform, and Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform. Red Hat is committed to replacing problematic language in our code, documentation, and web properties. We are beginning with these four terms: master, slave, blacklist, and whitelist. Because of the enormity of this endeavor, these changes will be implemented gradually over several upcoming releases. For more details, see our CTO Chris Wright’s message.
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CHAPTER 1. ABOUT RED HAT INSIGHTS

Red Hat Insights is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) application included with almost every subscription to Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Red Hat OpenShift, and Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform.

Powered by predictive analytics, Red Hat Insights gets smarter with every additional piece of intelligence and data. It can automatically discover relevant insights, recommend tailored, proactive, next actions, and even automate tasks. Using Red Hat Insights, customers can benefit from the experience and technical knowledge of Red Hat Certified Engineers, making it easier to identify, prioritize and resolve issues before business operations are affected.

As a SaaS offering, located at Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Console, Red Hat Insights is regularly updated. Regular updates expand the Insights knowledge archive in real time to reflect new IT challenges that can impact the stability of mission-critical systems.
CHAPTER 2. HOW DATA AND APPLICATION SECURITY ARE HANDLED IN RED HAT INSIGHTS

For information about how Red Hat Insights handles data and application security, see:

- Red Hat Insights data and application security
- Automation Analytics Security and Data Handling FAQ
CHAPTER 3. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS FOR RED HAT ENTERPRISE LINUX (RHEL)

This document provides starting points and resources for registering systems to Red Hat Insights for Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Installation of Red Hat Insights typically involves installing the Insights client, then registering systems for use with Insights. You can use different methods to register and install Insights. A registration assistant is also available to guide you through the process of registering and installing Insights. You can also use the Remote Host Configuration (RHC) tool. The installation method you use can depend on conditions such as,

- Whether you are connecting to Red Hat for the first time
- Whether you use a certain version of RHEL
- Whether you want to do an automated installation or manual install
- Other factors

3.1. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS USING THE REGISTRATION ASSISTANT AS AN INTERACTIVE GUIDE

You can use the Registration Assistant as a starting point to help you start using Red Hat Insights. The Registration Assistant provides an interactive guide to help you register and install Insights.

To start the Registration Assistant, click or go to:

- Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Console > Red Hat Enterprise Linux > Red Hat Insights > Register Systems

3.2. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS USING THE CLIENT CONFIGURATION GUIDE

You can also get started with Insights by following steps in the product documentation for configuring the Insights client.

To install Red Hat Insights, use the:

- Client Configuration Guide for Red Hat Insights

3.3. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS ON RED HAT ENTERPRISE LINUX SATELLITE-MANAGED HOSTS

To install Insights on Red Hat Enterprise Linux hosts managed by Red Hat Satellite, see:

- Creating a Host in Red Hat Satellite
- Using Ansible Roles to Automate Repetitive Tasks on Satellite Hosts
- Monitoring Hosts Using Red Hat Insights
- Red Hat Satellite: How to obtain Insights Advisor recommendations
3.4. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS ON EXISTING RHEL SYSTEMS MANAGED BY RED HAT SUBSCRIPTION MANAGEMENT (RHSM), RED HAT SATELLITE, OR CLOUD ACCESS

To install Insights on existing RHEL systems managed by Red Hat Subscription Management, Satellite or Cloud access, see:

- Deploying Red Hat Insights on existing RHEL systems managed by Red Hat Cloud Access
- Red Hat Subscription Management

3.5. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS ON EXISTING RHEL SYSTEMS PURCHASED FROM A MARKETPLACE AND MANAGED BY RED HAT

To install Insights on existing RHEL systems purchased from a marketplace and managed by Red Hat, see:

- Deploying Red Hat Insights on existing RHEL systems managed by Red Hat Cloud Access

3.6. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS ON EXISTING RHEL SYSTEMS PURCHASED FROM A MARKETPLACE, NOT DIRECTLY MANAGED BY RED HAT

To install Insights on existing RHEL systems purchased from a marketplace, not directly managed by Red Hat, see:

- Deploying Red Hat Insights on existing RHEL systems managed by Red Hat Update Infrastructure

Additional Resources

- Setup and use Cloud Connector to integrate Insights with Satellite 6.7
CHAPTER 4. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS FOR RED HAT OPENSHIFT CONTAINER PLATFORM

This chapter provides starting points and resources for registering and installing Red Hat Insights for Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform.

You can install, operate, and upgrade your Red Hat OpenShift v4.x clusters from the Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Console.

To get started with Red Hat Insights for Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform, you need to confirm that remote health monitoring is still enabled (the default setting) and that cost management is configured. For more information, see:

- About remote health monitoring
- Getting started with cost management
CHAPTER 5. INSTALLING RED HAT INSIGHTS FOR THE
ANSIBLE AUTOMATION PLATFORM

This chapter provides starting points and resources for registering and installing Red Hat Insights for Red Hat Enterprise Linux systems that use the Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform.

To install Red Hat Insights on RHEL systems that use the Red Hat Ansible automation, see:

- How to activate automation analytics and Red Hat Insights for Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform
- Ansible Automation Platform Upgrade and Migration Guide
- Automation Controller Quick Setup Guide v4.1.0
- Getting Started With Automation Analytics

Additional Resources

- The Inside Playbook: How to Activate Automation Analytics and Red Hat Insights
- Automation Analytics Security and Data Handling FAQ
PROVIDING FEEDBACK ON RED HAT DOCUMENTATION

We appreciate your feedback on our documentation. To provide feedback, highlight text in a document and add comments.

Prerequisites

- You are logged in to the Red Hat Customer Portal.
- In the Red Hat Customer Portal, the document is in the Multi-page HTML viewing format.

Procedure

To provide your feedback, perform the following steps:

1. Click the Feedback button in the top-right corner of the document to see existing feedback.

   **NOTE**
   
   The feedback feature is enabled only in the Multi-page HTML format.

2. Highlight the section of the document where you want to provide feedback.

3. Click the Add Feedback pop-up that appears near the highlighted text.
   A text box appears in the feedback section on the right side of the page.

4. Enter your feedback in the text box and click Submit.
   A documentation issue is created.

5. To view the issue, click the issue link in the feedback view.